CHAPTER TWO
I
 am going to say to you that a human being can live without
complaint in an ice-house built for seals at a temperature of
fifty-five degrees below zero, and you are going to doubt my
word* Yet what I say is true, for this was how Father Henry
lived; and when I say 'ice-house for seals51 am not using meta-
phorical language. Father Henry lived in a hole dug out by
the Eskimos in the side of a hill as a place in which to store seal
meat in summer. The earth of this hill is frozen a hundred feet
down, and it is so cold that you can hardly hold your bare hand
to its surface.
An Eskimo would not have lived in this hole. An igloo is a
thousand times warmer, especially one built out on the sea over
the water warm beneath the coat of ice* I asked Father
Henry why he lived thus. He said merely that it was more
convenient, and pushed me ahead of him into his cavern.
If I were to describe the interior, draw it for you inch by inch,
I should still be unable to convey the reality to you. There was
a wooden door framed in the side of the slope. You stooped to
enter the doorway and found yourself in a passage. On the
right, standing as usual on end, were a half-dozen frozen seal
powdered with snow. On the left lay a bitch, suckling a
puppy. Ahead was a second door and behind it a second pas-
sage about ten feet deep and so narrow that you went through
it sidewise, so low that your hood scraped the snow that had
drifted in and sent it down into your neck. At the end of this
passage was the hermit's cave.
Two seal-oil lamps were burning as I went in. These lamps
. light up an igloo, because an igloo is circular and more or less
white: here they gave off only a faint gleam and the corners of
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